We give in this paper a complete description of the Knuth-Bendix completion algorithm. We prove its correctness in full, isolating carefully the essential abstract notions, so that the proof may be extended to other versions and extensions of the basic algorithm. We show that it defines a semidecision algorithm for the validity problem in the equational theories for which it applies, yielding a decision procedure whenever the algorithm terminates.
We assume familiarity with the basic notions of the theory of term rewriting systems and in particular with the Knuth-Bendix completion method [2, 5, 71 . We recall that a term rewriting system 9 is a set of pairs of first-order terms li + pi, such that all variables in pi appear in &. We say that term M reduces b_~ 9 to N, and we write M-P, N, if and only if N is M, in which some occurrence of a substitution instance a(&) of a left-hand side of 9 is replaced by the same instance aQi) of the corresponding right-hand side. An S-normal form is a term irreducible by 9.
A reduction ordering > is a well-founded partial ordering on terms closed by term replacement and substitution. That is, M > N implies that P[M] > P[N] for any term context P[ ] and o(M) > a(N) for any substitution o. Note that if > is a reduction ordering such that we have L >p for every II +p in 9, then 9 is netherian (has the finite termination property), that is, there are no infinite reduction sequences.
If B is a set of equations M, = Ni, we denote by =g the congruence closure of 8. We extend this notation to term rewriting systems, and to unions of equations and rewrite rules. Note that =,9 is (+,,$ U -P; ')*.
We say that 9 is coqfluent if and only if M--$ N, and M+$ N, imply the existence of P such that N, -+$ P and N, -+$ P. We say that 3' is a canonical set if and only if it is both confluent and ncetherian.
The Knuth-Bendix theorem [7, 2, 5] gives a decision procedure for the confluence of noztherian term rewriting systems. The basic idea is to consider the cases where GkRARD HUET two left-hand sides of 9 superpose in a nontrivial way to create an ambiguity of the form M+9N, and M+, 2 N (We say that (N, , IV,) is a critical pair.) The system 9 is nonconfluent if and only if for some such pair, N, and N, reduce to two distinct .5%'-normal forms P, and P,.
The Knuth-Bendix completion algorithm consists in attempting to complete a nonconfluent system into a confluent one by adding new rewrite rules, such as P, -+ P,. This must be done in such a way that the completed system is still finitely terminating. Of course, one round of completion is not sufficient in general, since new ambiguities may have been created. During this completion process, some newly introduced rule may simplify some old rule, either on its left or on its right-hand side. It is essential, both for efficiency and elegance, to keep all rules interreduced as much as possible. But then the question arises as to how the process can be carried out efficiently in an incremental fashion; that is, we do not want to recompute critical pairs between rules that have been previously considered. However, the rules that have been used to resolve these ambiguities may not exist any more, and so this step must be carefully justified. When a set of equations can be oriented so that the completion process terminates, the resulting canonical term rewriting system defines a decision procedure for the validity problem in the corresponding variety. This may be considered as compiling a set of axioms into a canonical-form algorithm.
We present here a complete proof of correctness of the Knuth-Bendix completion algorithm with incremental computation of critical pairs. We think it is important to present this proof in detail for the following reasons:
(1) The importance of such theorem-proving methods is increasingly recognized, since many known decision procedures appear to be derivable through this approach 14961.
(2) The proof turned out to be more difficult than we had expected, and revealed critical conditions for the justification of rewrite rules simplifications, which may not be met by existing implementations. In particular, it is not enough to require that all the successive term rewriting systems 9'1, c92 ,... constructed by the algorithm be ncztherian. They must be terminating fir the same reason; i.e., there must exist some uniform reduction ordering > showing the termination of all these sets.
(3) We give a meaning to the algorithm even in the case where it does not converge. We show that in this case we get a semidecision procedure for the validity problem in the original equational theory.
(4) We believe our proof can be extended to the various extensions of the Knuth-Bendix procedure that have been proposed in the literature, for rewrite rules on equivalence classes of terms modulo permutations , for word problems in finitely presented algebras [ 1, 4] and for inductive proofs [3] .
In the following, & is a finite set of equations, and Si is a finite rewriting system, for i EM. Every rewrite rule in Si has a label, which is a unique integer. We denote by k: A -'p the rewrite rule A --t p with label k. Finally, every rewrite rule in 5Pi is marked or unmarked. Otherwise, select an unmarked rule in zZ~, say with label k. Let q+ 1 be the set of all critical pairs computed between rule k and any rule of 5Pi of label not greater than k. Let Si+, be the same as 9(, except that rule k is now marked. i:=i+ 1
endloop. 1
When given a finite set of equations B and a reduction ordering > on terms, the completion algorithm may stop with success, stop with faillure, or loop forever. When it stops with failure, not much interesting may be said, except, as given by Lemma 2 below, that every equation or rewrite rule generated so far is an equational consequence of 8. Either the algorithm should be tried again with a different ordering that will order the two terms ~1 and NL which were incomparable; or some new function symbol should be added with a definition in 8 that will reduce Ml or Nl (see [5, 7] ); or else the method is not applicable at all. This is what happens, for instance, with the original Knuth-Bendix completion algorithm when a permutative equation (such as commutativity) is generated. In this case a different completion algorithm, for instance operating on congruence classes of terms under the permutative equation, should be used. See [8-l 1 ] for details.
We shall now interest ourselves in the remaining case; i.e., when all pairs of terms Ml, N] considered are comparable in the ordering >. This will be the case, for instance, whenever > is a total ordering, and will therefore apply to all the word completion algorithms considered in [4] . We shall show that the algorithm is correct, in that it gives us a semidecision algorithm for the g-equality =8, which is a decision procedure when it terminates. The main difficulty in the proof is that the sets z5Fi do not increase monotonically, and so --~~,is not always contained in +9i+,. It must therefore be justified to mark the rules as we do above, since some critical pair may be simplified at some iteration i and not simplifiable at some further iteration j.
Let 9 = lJi>,, 2Fi, and let 5Pa be the set of all rules which belong to some 97k and to all 9;s with j > k; i.e., which are never reduced, neither on the left nor on the right, by other rules. 3, is the "limit" rewriting system constructed by the completion algorithm, and may be infinite. Note that 5Pa E 9, and that both 5%' and 9a are ncetherian. If the algorithm stops with success at iteration i, then 9, is si. 
3P(M+$,P&N+~P).
Proof. We first remark that if M = N in 8, is selected at "reduce equation," in iteration j, then M+,$, Ml, N+$ Nl, and the new rule 1 -+p introduced in 9]+, will be such that it will reduce Ml in kl or NJ in Ml. It is therefore enough to show that every element of 8, will be selected at some iteration. We prove this by showing that the while loop will always terminate; i.e., for every i, &?* # 0 implies 3j > i &, = 0. First of all, note that if Ml = N1, then ) ?Yil + 1~9~1 decreases. Otherwise, 1 kTl;I + 1 9ij is constant. Therefore, we are left to show that we cannot loop indefinitely in this last case. For this, let n = 141 + IS'& and consider the 2 x n tuple of terms formed from the left-and right-hand sides of pairs of terms in both 8, and .9i. At every passage at "add new rule," either the 2 x n tuple decreases in > 2Xn because some reduction has been effected, or else it is constant, but then I& 1 decreases (because necessarily K = 0 in this case). This completes the proof of termination of the while loop. 1
COROLLARY.
We get =d 5 = ,z for i = 0, and therefore =,,z = =*. 
Proof:
By construction. Actually, for this and the following lemmas, it does not matter whether the reductions of the right-hand sides are effected with .3Pi U {A -+ p}, or whether we use in these reductions rules whose right-hand sides have already been reduced. 1
COROLLARY.
.9* is in reduced form.
In order to prove the next lemma, we need a "fairness" assumption concerning the selection of the rule at "compute critical pairs." This is to ensure that no rule will be ignored indefinitely by the selection process.
FAIRNESS OF SELECTION HYPOTHESIS
For every rule label k (i.e., integer such that at some iteration of "add new rule" we have p = k) there is an iteration i such that either the rule of label k is deleted from gi (i.e. k E K at iteration i), or the rule of label k is selected at "compute critical pairs."
In other words, we require that the critical pair scheduler takes into account the "age" of rules in its selection. This assumption will be met in practice. For instance, if the selection rule is to select the rule with least complex left-hand side, and there are only a finite number of terms whose complexity is less or equal to any given one (e.g., if the complexity is measured by the number of function symbols), the hypothesis above is easily satisfied. Note that no such assumption is needed for the selection of the equation at "reduce equation," since we were able to show the termination of the while loop. We may assume j > i without loss of generality. By the fairness hypothesis, and since rule j cannot be deleted by definition of sa, we must select at "compute critical pairs" the rule of label j in some iteration n, say j: I, + pi. By definition of 9'm we must have in 9',, some rule labeled i, say i: I, +pi. Let ur and u2 be the occurrences in it4 where we reduce 1, and 1, ; i.e., (in the notations of [2] We are now ready for the main lemma, which shows the confluence of 5Pa and 5%'. By Lemma 5 we get P, , P, and P, such that $+$ P, p M-t& P,, P, z,f$ M,, P, -,$ M,, P, -,Z$ P, and P, -f P,. Using induction hypothesis (c) in P, (and the fact that 9'a E 92) we get P, such that N, +s, P, and P, -+s, P,. Similarly, using induction hypothesis (c) at P, concludes the proof of (b), according to the diagram in Fig. 4 . We finally show (c) from ( Finally, in the cases where the algorithm terminates, we get a decision procedure for =p, by reducing terms to their unique 9m-normal form (and now 9a is 9k for the final iteration k). Let us now show that, conversely, when the algorithm does not terminate, we must necessarily have .%?a infinite. This corollary is useful to prove the termination of the completion algorithm, whenever the term language is such that there are no infinite sets of mutually incomparable elements relatively to the ordering >>. This is the case for the word completion algorithm considered in [I] . Since the algorithm considered is the extension to a commutative-associative operator and since all left-hand sides consist only of multisets of generators, the ordering >> in this case corresponds to the standard vector ordering on n-tuples of natural numbers. The termination of the completion algorithm, yielding a decision procedure for the uniform word problem in finitely presented abelian monoids, follows therefore directly from the corollary above and Dickson's theorem. Similar methods are used in [4] .
CONCLUSION
We have shown the correctness of a specific version of the Knuth-Bendix completion algorithm, in which critical pairs are computed incrementally. Our proof adapts easily to other versions. For instance, we may not compute all critical pairs of rule k and rules not greater than k; we could compute at one time just the critical pairs between two rules. This would have the advantage that some pairs may not be computed, since one of these critical pairs may give rise to a new rule that reduces rule k. This would have the drawback, however, that the data structure keeping track of which critical pair have been computed must now be more complicated than just marking rules. The fairness hypothesis must be revised accordingly.
Actually, we might even compute critical pairs one at a time, keeping track now of occurrences in left-hand sides. This might be sensible in implementations where lefthand sides of rules are arranged in a dictionary structure. We shall not consider further these implementation details, but we remark two advantages of this approach. First, a critical pair is computed only when needed. This might be a good solution in the cases where the completion algorithm does not terminate, and we want to use it only as a semidecision algorithm. It would then be interesting to drive the choice of the next critical pair we compute from the terms we are trying to prove equal. Second, this would generalize readily to more complicated completion processes, where there might be an infinite (but recursively enumerable) set of critical pairs between two rules. We conjecture, for instance, that our completion algorithm and its proof could be generalized to show the correctness (as a semidecision algorithm) of the permutative completion algorithm of [9] .
Finally, we remark that it should be easy to extend our completion algorithm to the confluence tests that consider congruence classes of terms modulo permutative axioms such as commutativity and associativity [ 10, 111 . In particular, we conjecture that our lemmas could be extended to justify the incremental computation of critical pairs in the Peterson-Stickel completion algorithm described in [ 
